
              5: Present Continuous 

FORM : to be + gerund of the verb 

Affirmative Negative Questions 

* I         am (‘m)      

* You   are (‘re) 

* He                           

* She    is (‘s) 

* It          

………………….       going 

* We  

* You      are  

* They  

 

* I         am (‘m) not      

* You   are not (aren’t) 

* He                           

* She    is not (isn’t) 

* It          

………………. ……….      going 

* We  

* You     are not  

* They      (aren’t) 

 

* Am    I  

* Are    you  

      he  

* Is       she  

       it  

…………………..      going ? 

       we  

* Are     you  

        they  

 

Examples: 

 You are watching TV.  

 Are you watching TV?  

 You are not watching TV.  

 

GERUND FORMATION 

 
 

- ING 

 
 

* WORK > WORKING   

*PLAY > PLAYING / STUDY > STUDYING  

* verbs ending in "e" = LOVE > LOVING  
                   

* v.ending in "ee" = SEE > SEEING   
                                AGREE > AGREEING 
 
* v.ending in “ie” :  DIE > DYING 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

GEMINATION 

 
 

* one syllable = RUN > RUNNING 

* two syllables with stress on the last =     
                        ADMIT> ADMITTING 

                                      

* vowel + "l"  =  TRAVEL > TRAVELLING 

 

 



STATIVE VERBS 

They cannot be used in any continuous tenses.  

 Verbs of feelings: love, like, hate, want … 

 Verbs of mind: think, remember, know, understand, believe … 

 Verbs of perception: feel, own, have, hope … 

 Verbs of sense: see, hear … 

Examples: 

 She is loving this chocolate ice cream. Not Correct  

 She loves this chocolate ice cream. Correct  

 

But: I’m seeing you tomorrow.  

She’s having a pizza. You’re having a shower 

 

USES 

USE 1. Now, right now, at the moment 

 

Use the Present Continuous to express the idea that something is happening now, 

at this very moment.   You are learning English now.  

 

USE 2. Longer Actions in Progress in a period about the present 

 

In English, "now" can mean: this second, today, this month, this year, this century, 

and so on. Sometimes, we use the Present Continuous to say that we are in the 

process of doing a longer action which is in progress; however, we might not be 

doing it at this exact second. 

 I am studying to become a doctor.  

 I am reading the book Tom Sawyer.  



USE 3. Planned Future: tonight, tomorrow, next …. 

 

 When we talk about what we have already arranged to do (planned action) 

 I am meeting some friends after work 

USE 4.  Immediate Future (to be going to) 

 

According to the circumstances you can see what is going to happen. 

  Be careful! The ice is going to break. 

 

USE 5. Future with Intention (to be going to) 

 

 

She’s going to see a film later. 

 

I am going to meet some friends tonight. (intention) 

I am meeting some friends tonight. (planned action) 

A.- ORDENA LAs PALABRAS HACIENDO FRASES EN PRESENTE CONTINUO: 

1 Not  play  he  volleyball  today 

 

2 You drive  fast  too 

 

3 The  guitar   momento   Mary   at the    play 

 

4  Rain  it   now   right ? 

 

5 Watch  my   with   TV    I   boyfriend 

 

6 Lunch   we   have    all together 

 

7 coke  drinking  much  too   he   not 

 



B.- HAZ FRASES EN PRES. CONTINUO CON  LA SIGUIENTE INFORMACIÓN: 

 

 BILL AND ROSE CAROL YOU 

1.-Play tennis yes no ? 

2.-Listen to music no yes ? 

3.-See a film no no ? 

4.-Have a shower yes no ? 

5.- Study English no yes ? 

 

1.- Bill and Rose are playing tennis____________________________________ 

Carol__________________________________________________________    

I_____________________________________________________________ 

2.-They______ _________________________________________________ 

She___________________________________________________________ 

I_____________________________________________________________ 

3.They_________________________________________________________   

She___________________________________________________________   

I_____________________________________________________________ 

4.They_________________________________________________________     

She___________________________________________________________ 

I_____________________________________________________________ 

5.They_________________________________________________________ 

She___________________________________________________________  

I_____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 


